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Good to know u made it to new decade, 1650, nice number, not all can make it...
- The Fine Artist 
Added: Apr. 25, 2007

Some say you died Feb 12, either way, RIP. Cogito ergo Sum -1 think therefore I am, started new field of modenr
philosophy, thus leading (in part) to psychological fields. You were fine mathematician, help find calculus math. You coined 
methodic doubt... in Cartesian philosophy, a way of searching for certainty by systematically though tentatively doubting 
everything. First, all statements are classified according to type and source of knowledge-e.g., knowledge from tradition, 
empirical knowledge, and mathematical knowledge. I think therefore I am, Cartisan Dualism... Here's best explanation 
around:ln Cartesian philosophy, It is the only statement to survive the test of his methodic doubt. The statement is indubitable, 
Descartes argued, because even if an all-powerful demon were to try to deceive him into thinking he exists when he does not, 
Descartes would have to exist in order to be deceived. Therefore, whenever he thinks, he exists. Furthermore, Descartes 
maintained, the statement "I am" (sum) expresses an immediate intuition, not the conclusion of a process of reasoning, and is 
thus indubitable.In 1641 Descartes published the Meditations on First Philosophy, in Which Is Proved the Existence of God 
and the Immortality of the Soul. Written in Latin and dedicated to the Jesuit professors at the Sorbonne in Paris, the work 
includes critical responses by several eminent thinkers-collected by Mersenne from the Jansenist philosopher and theologian 
Antoine Arnauld (1612-94). I say Mind and Body are separate of each other, but still, they are one. As Thomas Acquinas 
said... Faith and reason are separate but they go hand in hand, complement each other-! -L.J.
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